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L!T .... u.::UCTIO_i 
Statement of the 1oblem 
It is the purpose of t· i8 pa.,.. r to present as an aid 
to the seventh grace social studies teacher a resource unit 
dealing \lith the Union of Soviet Sociali ..... t Republics . 
Tu~tification of the Problem 
The attention directed towara uO\i€t Russia through 
~he press, radio, tele~i~ion , and other media of communica-
tion eer\res to :ndicate an awareness on the p~rt of the A~eri-
can people that their country and Soviet Russia al'e t e t\·lo 
major po\vers in the \"TOrld . Further, in tr t me icans are 
reminded of th~ u ~~~ds on their services ~~d resources in 
support of defe se ar.d foreign aid programs , they are made 
aware that there is an atmoophere of friction or of tension 
betweEn these two gre t nations . 
Yet one mi£ht aslr ho\·; well our citizens , particular-
ly our young citizens , understand tbe sourcesof these ten-
sions . ::outh should learn about Russia in that : 
Po wishful thinlring can co array .r~th the fact 
that the various nations are distinguished from each 
other by di~ferences in outlook and attitude, differ-
ent urges and preferences , tastes , , modes of living. 
~ lasting co-operation bet~een natio~s is possible 
so long as these differences , often ~ubtle ~~d impon-
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derable are1not recognized and as far as possible understood. 
2 
It is with the advancement of such recognition and 
understanding that this paper ls concerned. That its form 
is in that of a resource unit stands on the following 
grounds. First, a consideration of the theories of learning 
and the underlying psychology of learning of the unitary 
approach indicates that the unitary approach is conducive 
to effective learning or, at least, it is not less eff'ective 
than alternate approaches. Second, as there might be many 
differences in the learners and learning situations from 
one classroom to the next, a resource un i t would be more 
adaptable as an aid to the classroom teac her than would be 
a teaching unit. A resource unit is designed for broad 
coverage of an area in order that the classroom teacher 
might draw upon its contents in the construction of his own 
teaching unit for the particular learners and lea rning sit-
uation with which he mus~ deal. 
F rocedures 
Through the utilization of published curriculum 
guides, references, and reading lists, catalogues and 
indices, the writer comptled reading matter, films, and 
1Kotschnig, Walter M., "Education for a New World 
Order," in The Contribution of Research to the Tea ching of 
Socia 1 StudieS, p. 115. - - -
3 
phonograph recordings as source mater-ial for the te :.: cher and 
the pupil. With this foundation, the understandings, a ttitu-
des, and SAills which constitute the outcomes of the unit 
le arning were then articulated and particular . re::idings and 
activities for the lea rner were related to these. Finally, 
evaluation of' student attainment of these outcomes was con-
sidered a·nd s am) les of evalua tive materi als rela ted to these 
outcomes were developed. 
Delimiting the Problem 
This resource unit is intended as an aid to the 
classroom teacher of seventh grade social studies. It is to 
serve in the preparation of' an orga nized appro.s ch to the 
shaping and development of student lea rning about Soviet 
Russia and about the relation to the student of the effects 
of the rise of that country to its present position o1' power 
in the world. It is not intended for transfer to all class-
room situa tions, nor is it intended as a te &ching unit for a 
s pec i fic classroom situation. It is not designed as a unit 
for a ll ages and grade levels. Above all it is not intend-
ed to ce us ed for the purpose of developing experts on 
Soviet Russia in the seventh grade . The following serves 
to indica te the intent with rega rd to this l ast s t~tement: 
iie must be clea r in our own minds wha t can be 
expected of the schools and what is beyond their power. 
They cannot be asked to turn all their young people 
into experts on international affairs, just as little 
as they can be expected to teach all the intricacies 
of the Federal Reserve System. They will be most 
effective if, at least through the elementary grades 
and through high school, they concentrate their eff-
orts on giving their pupils an understanding of the 
general setting within which nations exist in this our 
age. What we need is a general frame of reference, 
a compound of certain broad facts and principles which 
are as important as they are simple and whlch are 
within the grasp of the immature mind.2 
It should be noted that in the reading matter select-
ed t·or inclusion in this unit, these broad facts and prin-
ciples are not necessarily spelled out simply and objec-
• 
tively. A major difficulty which faced the writer was the 
appearance of bias in the rea ding material available on 
Soviet Russia. This bias lies in both directions - some 
of the readings being strongly pro-Russian and others 
being strongly anti-Russian. Whenever possible readings 
were selected on like subjects from both points of view. 
The following are examples :f'rom the reading to illustrate 
this point~ 
Strong, in writing on tne Constitution of 1936 , 
notes that "(s)ix articles guaranteed freedom of con-
science; of worship; of s peech, press, assembly, and 
organization • 11 3 
2Mazour, A.G., "Perspective in Studying Russian 
History," in A~proaches to an Understanding of World 
Affairs, p. 15 • 
3strong, A.L., Peoples of the U.s.s.R., p. 47. 
4 
White on the other hand, paints a different picture 
of such guarantees: 
The exile camps, the prisons, and the jails 
which the Tsar's government used for revolutionaries 
are filled today with anti-communists. A secret 
police force, to spy out all opposition, exists and 
works hard. For any who carry their dislike of the 
Soviet government into action of some sort, the4e is 
always a brick wall and a firing squad waiting. 
Definition of Special Terms 
In the interest of clarity the following special 
terms are here defined as they are used in this paper. 
Unit. It is "an organization of various activities, 
experiences, and types of learning around a central theme 
or purpose developed cooperatively by a group of pupils 
under teacher leadership."5 Further this central theme 
or purpose should have social significance for the learner. 
Resource unit. It is a reservoir of activities, 
experiences, and types of learning developed around a 
broad central theme providing for a variety of materials 
and suggestions for the use of tne classroom teacher in 
making a teaching unit or preparing for pupil-teacher 
planning. 6 
4wh1te, w.c., Made In Russia, p. 186. 
?Good, c.v. ed., Dictionary of Education, p. 436. 
6 Quillen, I .J., and Hanna, L.A., Education for 
Social Competence: Curriculum and Instructio·n in Secondary 
School Social Studies, pp. 185-6. 
5 
Generalizat ion or -. .. md c: rstandim<: . These t en:; s a r e us(;u 
ln.terchangeabl y tn thi r: 1J3.p er -:;nd are d e fined a s f:> llOHS : 
.( A. generalizat ion i s) ·a ny vErba lizea for:::ul ation 
of a rel ations~ip which i ~ of broad applicat i l ity . 
Hence it incl1.:6 es prin c i ples, laws, and l'ul e s . I t may 
a l so includ e euch t erms as definitio~ s, propo2 i tions , 
bypotheses, ~ottoes, inferences, conc~usions , as well 
a s oth~r less ~~bitious formul ~tion s . t 
Attitude . It i s 11 a f a irly con:: i s tent lear~ed ten-
dency to behave in a cert ::; in way (ge:1er3. l l y po sitively or 
negatively) towa rd p ersons , object s , or s i tuati ons ; atti -
tudes arc dynamic and te:1d to p:1.ss over i n :. o beh av ior . "8 
Ev 1 .L. I t i 11 t "'lE -f' -'- ' • d a ua~1on. s ,_ process o~ ga~~er 1nE an 
int erpret in~ ev id ence on th~ change in behavior of s tudel:.t s 
a.s t!:.ey pro~ress throu:h school. "9 
7Bro-vmell, 1-l . A., and Hendr·ickso:1 , 8-ordon , "How Ch i l-
dren Le arn Information, Concepts, anc Generali zat~.ons , II in 
Learnin r and Inf'tr·uction , p . 117. 
6 
8sar gent , s . s., and ~.'lilliDiDSO i.1 , :::: . 8 ., Soci al Psycholo -
& : A.'1 I ntroduction to t r_e Study of Eu.-n P.n F.Elc..1..tio:1s , p . 275. 
9Qu1llen and :-i:mns , Q£. cit ., p. 323 . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIE\'i OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Underlying the development and present ation of this 
resource unit are the assumptions that a re source unit is 
worthwhile as a n aid t o education and t hat t he particula r 
area of study involved is deserving of inclusion in the 
curriculum of the seventh grade. Basic to these assumptions 
7 
are considerations concerning the unit approach to educa tion, 
the psychology of learning upon which this ap_;Jroac h is gr ounded, 
the needs of the student as regards pe rsonal development as 
an American in this cha.nging world, and t he effectivene.ss of 
the unit approach to education. 
The Unit Approach to Education 
The early development of the unitary approach to t ne 
organization of le~rning may be traced, in large measure, 
to the work of Henry c. Morrison. Morriso·n held that the 
true products of· learning should be in t he nature of pup i l 
growth in unders tandings of princip les and of p rocesses of 
cause and eff ect, in appreciations and a tt itudes of t he 
value type, and in skills. It was his contention tha t t he 
student should be guided or directed toward the attainment 
of specific underst~ cdings, attitudes, and skills as deter-
mined oy the tea cher r ather than tows r d t he memori~ation of 
8 
facts or of lessons to be recited and then forgotten.l 
He advocated that learning be organized in terms of 
broad, inclusive units revolving around central themes whic~ 
would be both meaningful to the learner and significant or 
important from the point of view of general aduca tion. 2 
'Iii thin each unit the objectives in regard to pupil growth 
are to t.e identified by the te:icher and a variety of acti-
vities are to be provided which are related to the learner's 
attainment of these objectives.3 Provision is to be made 
for a variety of activities on the ground that learni-ng 
involves performance and use whether in intellectual acti-
vity or in motor activity. It is not simply a ~atter of 
memorization of a text. Further, different students may 
learn in different ways. In the end the consideration is 
not tne mate rials which have been re8d or the experiences 
gained, but the change in the learner in the underst::mdings, 
attitudes, and skills which are the ocjectives o1 the unit.4 
This change is what Morrison referred to as actua l le &rning 
when he devised his mastery formula as a guide for teaching 
under the unit plan - "pre-test, tea ch, test the result, 
adapt procedure, tea ch and test again to the point of a ctual 
lMorrison, H.C., Practices of Teaching in Seconda rz 
Schools, pp. 22-24. 
2rbid., pp. 24-26. 
3rbid., pp. 92-95. 
4 Ibid., pp. 281-2, 205-217. 
le ~ rning . " 5 
Wi th the fore go ing as background attention may now 
be turned toward discussion of t~e impa ct or :l.lrection o1' 
tne .r-wrrisonian theories and techniques . It appears that 
the concept of t he unit \vas to some still quite confus ins 
at leas t as :-_orrison concel.ved l.t . rloward E . \'lllsoa wrote 
ln 1931 tha t : 
The traditional subjects , to which the fusion-
ists ooject , were organized systematica l ly and log i -
cally; unitary organization , on tne otner hand in-
volves tne psychological organ ization of material . 
A unit is regarded as a lea rnable body of subject 
matter , eve r y item of vlhich is related to every 
otner 1tem, 6ana a l l revol ving aoout a cen t ral core of thought . 
And then he went on to say , " it nay be assumed, 
however , that the ces t organization we can now devise la 
unita ry , and 1~cogniz1.ng tne limita tions of tae organiza-
tion, it is next to be pointed out that tnere are s uoJect 
uruts as we 11 as f usion units . u7 
It is apparent from this tha t .lilson .-1as still 
rather text - book oriented in te rms o f suoJect ma tter to 
ue leanJed es;>ecia lly as ne applauded the unitary organi -
zation of texttooks in sutject ~atter fields . 8 The mere 
:>Ibid . , p. 81 . 
9 
61i ilson , H.E ., 11 The Fusion of tiocial Studies i n the 
Junior High Schools : A Critica l Anal ysis 11 , in Sorue AsJects of 
the Soc i a l Sciences in the Schools , pp . 127-8 . 
7 I"t id . ' p . 12~ . 
~I oid . , p . l 2tj . 
naming of chapters as units does not provide for a unitary 
concept of the educative process. 
To further emphasize this confusion we turn to 
Kimmel wno explained that: 
The 'unit' is identified as a plan for the 
organization of instructional materials associated 
with the mastery technique (of Morrison), and now 
often dissociated from it in ordinary usage of the 
term •••• To speak of 'unit' and 'contract' as 
methods or techniques· which determine the teacher-
pupil relationship and activities is likely to re-
sult in even more confusion not only in terminolo-
gy and also procedure in the c las a room. 9 
Kimmel in reviewing several experiments in teaching 
also laments the fact that granting of extra credit for 
extra work under the unit plan "would seem to have intro-
duced an uncontrolled factor in t~ese experiments, because 
of the probability of the lack of time to do additional 
work on the part of pupils using the daily recitation 
period .nlO Kimmel unwittingly does seem to be pointing 
out a deficiency in the daily recitation method in that 
it does not provide time for individual goal satisfa ction. 
There ,,.,ere those, however, who recognized that the 
tradi tioilg,l approach to education in the schools left much 
10 
9Kimme 1, ·d. G., 11 A Review of' Some Reports of Contr·olled 
Experimentation in Methode of Teaching in the SocL:l S t udies," 
in Some Aspects of the Social Sciences i n the Schools, p. 159. 
lOibid., p. 165. 
to be desired particularly in the area of the lea rner's 
ability to understand, interpret , and apply knowledge.ll 
This did not mean tnat the only solution l a y in the 
acceptance of the programs and techniques of Morrison as 
he tlad developed them. In 193'( Davey and Hill in reviewing 
six research studies noted that: 
The term 'unit method' has been used e r ron-
eously to include both the unita ry organization of 
material and the mastery technique of instruction 
which Morrison advoce. ted. It is possible to orga nize 
courses by unite without employing the mastery tech-
nique in teaching unit. The term 'unit' can be used 
only correctly in connection with t~~ organization 
of materials fo r teaching purposes. -
The rea sons .that t he mastery 1·ormula was not con-
sidered a s necessary to tea ching under a unit organiza-
tion may have been indica ted by Johnson in his contention 
that Morrison's formula is too structured and complicated 
for pr~ctical classroom use and is too dry to stimulate 
lea rning on the part of the student. 13 
l~orrison had made his ma rk, hm·Jever, i n showing that 
tnere were alterna tives to study-re cite teaching and there 
llvanBibber, L.C., "An Explora tory Study of Specific 
Classroom Difficulties i n the Teaching of History and Other 
Social Studies," in Cla ssroom and Admini s trative Problems 
in the Teaching of the Soci-3. 1 SCiences, p.8. -----
11 
. l2navey, J.R., and Hill, H.C., "The Unit and the Unit 
Methods in Social Studies," in Tb.e Contribution of" Re se arch 
to the Teaching of Socia l Studies, p. 1. 
13Jorn1son, E.S., Theory~ Pr actice of the Socia l 
S t udies, p . 20?. 
' 
were those willtng to a ccept the challenge of innova tion 
in the area as the following serves t o indicate: 
.The methods selected for experimental te &chi ng 
bea r witness to a widespread intere s t in such devices 
as large unit p rocedures, newer concep t s of mas tery and 
mastery techniques, laoorat.ory procedures and indi-
vidual work, and varying degrees of socialization 
in place of the more formal reel tat ion t ecnniques. 
In general the trend seems to be in the direction of 
greate r op~ortunity for pupil initiative and activi t y , 
socialization in classroom procedures, gnd richer 
and fuller concepts of mastery and standards of per-
formance. And although the statistical evi dence 
fails to prove tha t any of the newer procedures are . 
superior to the old, still there is plenty of other 
evidence in the majority of studies that indica te 
that these newer procedures are stimulating i n their 
effect on teacher and pupils, and that, in spi te of 
the general admission that they make both te 3chera 
and pupils work narder4 the newer methods a re more popular than the old.l 
Furthermore the se procedures in encouragi ng pupil 
initiative are more conducive to the deve lopme nt of self-
reliance in study and in thinking than are those of the 
daily reel tat i on approach. 1 5 One cannot te 11 t b.e stud~mt 
to tninK and expect him to do so effic i ent l y unless he, 
12 
the student, bas had experience and 9ra ctice in thinking .l6 
Thus far it may be seen from this review tha t t here 
14phill1ps, B.\v., "Investigations i n the Field of 
Methods," in The Contribution of' Resea rc h to the Tea ching 
of Social Studies, p. 63. --
15Tryon, F .R., "Directi.ng Pupil's study in t he 
Social Studies, 11 in The Contribution of Rese a rch to the 
Teaching of' Social Studies, p. 106. 
16Jonnaon, Q£. cit., pp . 1-2. 
are certain oroad lines of' agreement in regard to the uait 
app roach. The first is · that the traditional methods and 
organization of tea ching are insufficient to insure learn-
ing in the classroom - particularly if lea rning is to mean 
more than memorizatio·n of lessons for recitation. The 
second is that it is desirable to carve out, as it were, 
a segme~t of the curriculum which may stand as a whole 
as a logical entity for study. Thirdly, it is desirable 
then to determine the objectives in learning to be gained 
f rom the unit thus identified. Such otjec tives are to be 
in terms of understandings, attitudes, and skills wh.ich 
are to accrue to the learner as a result of' nis efforts 
under teacher guidance in the choosing and performance of 
activities rela ted t o the unit otjectives. 
It is necessary at this point to mention another 
aspect of the unit - that of evaluation. Testing and 
evaluation of the student under the text-book centered 
approach of'ten took the form of judgments of t he memoriza~ 
tion of facts. Evaluation in the unit approach must be 
consistent with the objectives of the unit. As t bese 
objectives consist of particular understandings, attituaes, 
and skills, evaluation should be designed to consider the 
development of the indtvidual for pu.v.poses of identifying 
those areas in which he :1as progressed as wall as those 
13 
tow.3rd which additional effort must be directed.l7 Tow G. rd 
these ends the techniques employed in evaluation should 
be those which yield the moat valid and relia ble data con-
aistent with the specific unit objective in which the stu-
( 
dent is being measured.l8 
The fundamental aspects of the unit approach having 
been considered it remains for the distinction to be made 
14 
between the types of units which may be written. The teach-
ing unit is w~itten by the teacher and evolves under teacher 
guidance ~n the classroom. It is with this unit .that the 
teacher and the student are engaged in the day to day 
teaching situation. The resource unit, on the other hand, 
is designed to provide the teacher: 
A variety of materials and suggestions in a 
form readily usable by a teacher in planning a 
unit •••• It is extensive rather than specific, 
suggestive rather than definitive, and flexible 
rather than rigid. It encourages crea tive adap-
tation by the teacher to meet individual needs and 
democratic planning in the classroom.l9 
It is ·.Ni th such a resource unit that this paper is 
concerned. Attention is now to focus upon the psychology 
of learning which underlies the unit Goncept. 
17 Quillen, I .J., and Hanna, L.A., 11 Educa tion for 
Social Competence, 11 in Curriculum and Instruction in 
Secondary School Social Studies, pp. 343-352. 
1~Ibid., pp. 362-403. 
l9rb1d., p. 186. 
Psychology and the Unit 
Underlying the evolution of the unit approach a re 
the changes in thinking of psychologis ts in rega rd to 
theories of learning. In the main these c hanges represent 
a shift from association type theories to those classified 
as field theories. 20 
Chief among the exponents of associa t ion t heories 
of learning are Thorndike, Guthrie and Hill. The y en-
15 
visioned. learning as a process whereby individuals ass ociate 
responses with stimuli from the environment. New le SJ rn i ng 
is added to the old in much the same fashion as one would 
build a bricA. wall, new bricks resting on those already in 
place. In this process there is little need f or insight 
or thought.21 The field theories of lea. rning, however, 
are quite different in that: 
The field theorist believes t hat the charac-
teristic form of le a.rning is one involv i ng sudden 
s elution of protlems - insight, as it is ce.lled. 
He disagrees with the concept that le c. rning cons i sts 
of the gradual association of connections of s timu-
lus and response -- - but rather oel ~ eves it de~J en ds 
upon insight into the relationships existing in 
any given situation. The whole is ..r,ore t han simply 
the sum of its parts: it is a unique organization 
in itself.22 
2
°Kingsley, H.L., Revised by 3-arry, Ra lph, The 
Nature and Conditions of Learning, p. 83. 
21Ib1d., p. 105. 
22Ib1d., p. 105. 
Field tbeory i s tased m3inl y on t ne 3asta lt sc nool 
of psycholo~y risin ~ out of' th J work of three 3-erman pay-
cholo gists - -:ax .iertheimer, ... urt h.offka and ,\ol fgang 
K~hler . They believed that the l e a rner attempted to per-
ceive stimuli as a n organized pattern r~ther tha n as sepa-
rate deta ils . Tols Ol~an1zatlon involves thinKing and in-
si~ht r at _er th n ~utomatic response t o stimuli . 23 I mpor-
t ant to the Gestaltlst is t oe tneory o1 closure whlc h 
Kin~sle y explains as follows : 
Indivi duals strive to re a cn a satisfa ctory end 
state of equil1trium . Incomplete forms, missing 
parts , gap s of inf'orma tion , etc . are completed or 
fi lled in by the perceiver • • . As far as percep-
tion is coucerned, closure is to Gestalt psycholo-
gy what reward is to associa tion theory . It pro-
duces the satisfying , tens~~a-relieving end-sta te 
wnich te rminates activity . 
Thus lea r ning to the Gestaltis t s i nvolves the pat-
16 
te rn or Gestalt of the lea rner \·Jhich he brings to the le e rn-
ins s ituation and wnich helps s hape t he le a rning . The new 
lea rning i tse l f i n turn a i ds in forming e new Ge s talt in 
t ne lea I ue.t ·. 'l'ue po1ur. is that only t he l e rner may see 
t hincrs throug h his om eyes . He c :1nnot see exactl y as toe 
te ~ coer sees no1 c& ~ t ne tea cher see exactly as he does . 
Za c h brin~s to tne l earning situa tion a dit ferent insight , 
mind and wa y of l ooKing . Each is consta ntl y developing and 
23 Ib i d . , p . 106 . 
24n:~id . , P . 109 . 
17 
redeveloping his own Gesta lt.25 
Hunt and Metcalf remind us that the student solves 
problems by applying insights from previous learning situa-
tions to new ones, at the same time gaining insights re-
shaping his conceptual pattern. Thus learning involves 
thoughtful processes and teaching must be involved with 
developing such processes and exercising them through use.26 
• 
Furthermore, as the Gestalt psychology conceives 
things as wholes 11 curriculum building, therefore, should be 
in terms of broad comprehensive units which comprise to-
gether larger pa tterns of meaningful and purposeful ex-
perience • 11 27 
Kingsley sees the implica tions for education of the 
Gestalt theories as follows: 
The teacher's task is to help t he child see 
significant relations and so to manage the instruc-
tional situation that the child will be able to or-
ganize his experience into effectual functional 
patterns. The teacher does not organize the child's 
experiences, nor does he establish relations for 
him any more than he learns the child's lessons for 
him. But in verbal explanations, shov.J i.. ng pictures, 
putting words on tne blackboard, presenting reading 
matter, and i lil many other tee.cb.ing activities, he 
is arranging and providing stimulating situations. 
Now, . since the stimulus-pattern may and often does 
determine the character of the experiential con-
figuration, it follows that the arrangement of the 
26Hunt, M.P., and Metcalf, L.E., Teaching High School 
Soc1al Studies, pp. l~-21. 
27Romine, S.A., Building the High School Curriculum, 
p. 1 51. 
' 
subject matter and materials of instruction, and 
the order.in which they are presented will affect 
greatly the child's observation~, his comprehension, 
and, in general, hie learning.2 
It appears that it is on lines such as these that 
. 
the unitary approach has developed. Johnson dismisses the 
techniques of Morrison on the basis that they are grounded 
on the associationist theoriea.29 He criticizes Morrison 
in that the latter's suggested techniques. were concerned 
with imparting interest to the student and with organiz-
18 
ing experiences with little regard for that which the student 
himself brought to the learning situation. The Gestalt psy-
chology recognizes the totality of the individual and in 
educa tion its implications are for change in the under-
standings and attitudes of the learner in his total Gestalt 
rather than the addition of understandings and attitudes. 
In conjunction with the psychological foundations of 
the unit approach it is also necessary to consider the needs 
of the learner in the development of the Gestalt. 
Needs and the Unit kpproach 
Quillen and Hanna have this ·to say about the impor-
tance of' understanding needs of the learner: 
28Kingsley, ~· cit., p. 111. 
29Johnson, 2£· cit., p. 205. 
A knowledge of student needs provides a basis 
for organizing a p rogram of study, selecting and 
motivating content and experience in the classroom, 
and directing instruction toward the achievement of 
desirable ggals and the development of desirable 
behaviors.' 
They also define needs in the following manner. 
By their very nature, needs must always be 
both personal and social and are best defined as 
individual wants and desires plus lacks and inade-
quacies which are expressed in the interaction of 
the individual with the social environment of which 
he is a part .. 31 
As can be seen, thinking is now directed toward 
not only what societ_r feels is necessary to the education 
of its youth, but also toward what the individual may 
feel as necessary. 
Important among the needs ot· the individual is that 
of understanding the \'lorld of tne adul.t. The social world 
in which he lives can appear to nave little meaning or to 
make little sense when one does not have a set of value 
standards to use as a frame of reference. He sees incon-
sistencles of belief and action. He must understand so-
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ciety and its problems, he must feel a sense of sharing in 
decisions on problems and he must .have a set of values to 
aid him if he is to be a worthwhile memcer of his society.32 
3°Qu1llen and Hanna, QQ. cit., p. 31. 
31Ibid., p. 30. 
32Hunt and Metcalf, QP. cit., pp. 220-1; Quillen 
and Hanna, ££• cit., p. 27. 
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Havighurst puts forth the thesis that there are certain 
times in the life of the child when particular tasks are 
called for which aid in his development and are necessary 
to success in later development. If those tasks are intro-
duced in the educative process too earl y or too late, the 
results will be of little value. These tasks arise from 
cultural, emotional, psychological, and biological bases 
often working in combination. By identifying these t a sks 
the educator can better identify the needs of individuals at 
particular times in their lives and can then devote educa-
tional eftorts to mee~ these needs.33 
One of the developmental tasks of middle childhood 
involves tne development of social attitudes of a democra-
tic nature. The child will develop attitudes during this 
time of life - with or without the influence of the school -
depending upon imitation of people wit h whom he associates 
prestige or by his experiences pleasant or unpleasant in 
various situations. The development in its youth of the 
proper social attitudes is important to the health of the 
culture of a people if it is to progress or a t bes t s tay 
alive. Thus the school's duty is to strive to inculcate 
basic democratic attitudes in youth.34 
Related to this is another of the developmental 
33Havighurst, R.J., Developmental Tas~s and Education, 
pp. 2-5. 
34rbid., pp. 27 -8. 
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tasks advocated by Havighurst for the period of adolescence-
that of developing skills and concepts necessary for civic 
competence. Here the task is to develop the skills and 
understandings of' the ·social sciences and humanities inclu-
ding language and reasoning skills necessary for the solu-
tion of tne problems which arise in modern democracy. Bio-
logically this is based on the generalization that the brain 
a.nd nervous system are usually developed to adu l t proper-
tiona by the time the youth has rea ched the age of fourteen. 
Psychologically, the child may be quite retarded or ad-
vanced in years at this age due to great ranges in indivi-
dual development.3~ 
It should be noted that while there a re those who 
appreciate the work of Havighurst, they also point out that 
there is . a necessity for experimentation to increase 
knowledge in the area of identifying needs and developmen-
tal tasks of youtn..36 
However, it may be seen from the atove tha.t one of 
the ma j or tasks of education is concerned with t1:e needs ot 
the individual to become oriented ·:1 itn the society in which 
he lives. In today's wonld, though, it is not enough to 
know only one's own society. Tb.e nature of the world to-
35Ibid., pp. 54-5. 
36Fosbay, A.W., "Getting Civic Competence into the 
Curr1culum, 11 in Education for Democratic Citizenship, pp. 82-92. 
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ver:: diff erer:.t. i11 c ult "J.l's l 'b::c lu•-r-ot.:.nd .s:..:J.-:5 ideolo e;y . Yc:- t 
tion they aY'•.: U: ro~v~1 into c l o:-e contac t ar:ci ;.;.t '(,im-ss cJn-
flict . Th~ t ens i on i nvo l ved in th~ possi~ility of 3uch 
con f lict h :=>.v c deep rep ercus l:' ions in tte ' '--: lue s ·u1:"! ::ttti -
tudes of our society . If t he indi·; i du a l ic: to underst.:?. -.ld 
t {}e s"Jci~ty in ~-ir: ich 'te lives, hE mu::-t alFo U...'1.der c t~. nd ott-::r-
h is own . 37 
ToHard suer·. enc:S th e learner- mus t p;:ci n in :: i -: ·1:-:t::: into 
in sc"Jpe ; _s uch as !dens c"Jncerninc tPric fund mnental P of 
t h e ri crhts :::me: dut ie !: o f h Ui'1H1Il beinf:1:: . 3c If he 1 ::: t o f_! ai~ 
euch inc igl~ ts and ori en t h~.rnsel f to :-:i c- :..= o ciety a:.J.G to t 'b.:o 
N'Jrld he mu2t be ass i ~ ted in efforts to becorre s critic ~:ly 
think Llf: , pr·o 'ul e1;; sol vin;: , end probl em f -\ C inr in-.: i vic~ ·u.al . 39 
An oq_:;a:1.ization o f l e.: .. r·nin~ i r called f o r , then , v1:1ich 
w~uld provide practice in s uch activity f or t~e s t udent . It 
37Q.uil l en , I.J., " Ti:1 s ·.vorld : .inced Citize:". ," in 
F.duc ~ tion for Democratic Citizensl:ip , pp . 51-SS . 
38crary, R. W. , editor, 11Char<:J.cteristics :.)f t L€ Jood 
Democra t ic Citizen, " i n .Educ , ~tion for Democ.r-atic Citizens~ig, 
pp . 154-l Cl. 
39TI"'O'·• · r ,.. 
"' -l o v o , 
Sew s to tt e 'i' EaCr ' Gr, 
11 Ths Le:J..r :::: inc: ?r"oc t-s~ ," i n ·.-.r!1 :1 t Res sarch 
p . 24 . 
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remains now to consider tne effectiveness of such an orga-
nization - the unit approach to learni ng - in its operation. 
Effectiveness of the Unit Approaeh 
In order to determine the effectiveness of the unit 
approach to learning or of techniques involving student 
learning activity other than by traditional study-recite 
methods there have been experiments designed and undertaken 
by educators as teachers in the classroom. Five of t hese 
will be reviewed here briefly. 
Seagoe40 constructed an experiment in order to deter-
mine whether knowledge of history and geography and their 
interrelationships could be better learned in sepa r ate 
lessons of history and geography or by an integrated lesson. 
Thirty-six pairs of students were chosen on t he basis of 
approximately equivalent age, sax, intelligence, and cla ss-
room background. These were then divided into two approxi-
mately e quivalent groups. The subject chosen f or study 
concerned the historical and geographica l f a ctors in the 
establishment of a pena l colony in Australia. One gro.up 
studied the his tory and geography in separate periods while 
the other group studied material involving both subjects as 
an integrated whole. The study of both groups was inter-
40
seagoe, M.V., "Qualitative iholes: Classroom Experi-
ments," Journal of Educa tional Psychology, 27:612- 20, Novem-
ber, 1936. 
rupted by a lesson period in mathematics. The same teet was 
then given to both groupe. Students were to answer questions 
on the material studied. Their answers were r a ted as to 
factual accuracy of response, length of the response and 
ability to relate geographical facta to history. The re-
sults of the test indicated that the students of the group 
which had studied the integrated material shO'tJed a better 
retention of facts as well as a fuller under-standing of the 
relationships involved. 
The author concluded that the integration of su't·ject 
areas is psychologically justified within the limits of the 
selection of meaningful units within the group of unite 
and that such integration is justified as ~eing more eco-
nomical for the teacher tnan the teaching of isolated facts. 
Further, she suggested tha t there was perhaps the necessity 
for the breaking down of the barriers between many su bjec t 
area fields in the inter·est of developing more flexi ble 
curricula. 
Thus it appea rs tha t there is some evidence a s to the 
advisability of approaching understanding of· an area of 
study in terms of an integrated whole rather ttlan in piece-
meal unrelated memorization of facts. It should be noted, 
however, that in the lig~t of this experiment's being rather 
limited in scope the conclusions drawn by the author may be 
overstated. 
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In another exper·iment Caroline Hartwig, 41 a teacher 
of high school Economics, was coneerned with whether an 
organization of her course into large units ':Jould compare 
• 
favorably with the extensive survey organization used in her 
school in terms of knowledge gained by the student. The 
author isolated certain large central themes and problems and 
related a. program of wide readings and activities to the 
solution of these problems. Tne student was to develop 
a teacher-prepared topical outline into his own inf"orma-
tional outline. At the end of the course of study students 
under this program performed as well as those in the exten-
siva survey prQgram when all were given the same standa rd-
ized tests. This occurred in spite of the f act that there 
were areas in the program of study of the group in the 
survey course that were not included in the group in the 
unit organized course. It was Hartwig's opinion that the 
fewer number of areas studied and the method of study used 
under the unit approach better prepared the student for 
meeting additional problems in economics which might con-
front him or interest him. 
This experiment was not constructed with an eye to 
the proper experimental procedure which would have re-
quired more definite controls concerning the different 
groups being taught and the exact nature of the evaluative 
41Hartwig, A.E., "Extensive Survey Versus Large 
Units in High School Economics," Social Education 5:442-6, 
October, 1941. 
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devices by \vhich they 'n::~r" judged . It does serve , no 1ever , 
to indicate that at the very least unitary organization of 
learning in~olving solution of problems ana individual re-
search iE no less effective than the more traditional in-
formation centered organization involved with the co~erage 
of a l3rge body of facts . Further while the evidence doeo 
not support the conclusion directly , it ppears that it 
doe~ provide some basis for the author ' 3 opinion that the 
st udent is better prepared for further investigations of 
problems in the f i el d studied than is tre student in the 
survey organized course in tl at t'l!e former has gained ex-
perience in such i nvest i gation. 
The work of George Katona42 appears to support the 
conclusions of Hartl'Tig ' s experiment . Kc..tO.lcl. wished to de-
t ermin~ tre effect on learnins of the n~ture of organiza-
t ion and the order of presentation of materials to be 
studied . The subject areq of this material conc"'rned the 
relation of hie-tory and t_:eoF;raphy in studyinE the l•:L=lgyars 
and Slavs in hunr-ary prio.~.· t o the first uorld war . Two 
texts dealing wi th this material were prep red - one pre-
senting a Jel l organized rel ~ted approach to the subj "'Ct 
unc the other pres e: ntinr: an enumeratio_l of fact without 
relat i!lg them to one another . Three rroups were then 
organi zed . One ~roup .~.c~d the org~~ized text first and then 
the other . The econd group read the enumerated facts te~t 
421\.ator. , George , 11T1 e Role o:' the Order of Prebe.nta-
t i on in Learnia_:; , " American J ournal of P ... ;)C'!'"'.olo .r 55 : 328-53 , 
1 942. 
f i rst and then the organi~ed tt .... T. . The third group reac 
only the enumerated facts text . Each p:roup ·.·ra~ tested on 
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the texts they had read . I t uas found that the first group 
did \'lell on tests involving both texto , the second group 
did less well and the third group did poorly on th0 test on 
the enumerated facts text as compared to the other groups . 
The author concluded that the reading of the organi -
zed material served to ass i st the student in organizing his 
underst~~d ing of the enumerated facts text ~~d therefore 
that learninF: by tmderstanolng involves organization and 
r~o1 ;ani zation by the learner . It involves large princi-
ples ana rel ationships to total structure rather than 
acquisition of sp~cific factual information . 
This experiment serves t o bol ster the concept of the 
unitary approach to learning in that it points up the 
necessity for organization of l~arning on the lines of re-
lationahip of the materials under study to the central 
theme tor:ard wh.:.ch study is directed . Further it is consis-
tent \ti th Gestal ti st theories in that it €Tilphasi zes the need 
for the learner to perceive a un:ty or relationship,of ex-
perie~ce or facts in an underst~ndable pattern . In other 
\'rords , the experiences or facts have no meani~F i~ themselves 
but have meaning to the learner in so far as he can relate 
them to patterns alre~dy existent in h~s own Gestalt . 
Kight and J.!ickelaon43 \'lere also concerned ;-;ith the 
43Kight, s . S . , and Y..Ucltelson, I . H . , "Problems Vs . 
SubJect, " The Cl e r : .f"' Houso 24 : 3-7 , 3.... t .mber, 1949 . 
problem of relation and understanding of material lea!'ned . 
In their experiment they endeavored to compare a problem-
centerea organization of learning ;-;ith a subject-matter-
centered approach in terms of student learninc of c(rtain 
rules of ~ction . ~icht problem-centered units and eight 
subject-matter-centered units were constructed in En:lish 
Oo~position , Life Science , Social Studies, and English ~it­
erature . They we!'e taught by 24 regular classroom teachers 
in 96 cla~ses in ll Los .Angeles Schools with 1,415 pup.!.ls 
involved . The subject-matter-centered approach was based 
?8 
on a pro~ram of giving student s facts . The problems approach 
was based on student and teacher formul~tion of problems 
in l·thich the rel ~"" i o .... o-r spec i fic facts to rules of action 
\'las stressed . They found th1.t in the r::w .. in the probler.~­
centered approach resulted in kn~wled£e of more rules of 
action and i n a greater a~~r ~e of relationship of these 
rules of action t·Tith the facts thnt supported them than 
did the subject -matter approach . The latter , ho\-lever , re-
sulted i n a greater retention of the number o f fac t s . 
As the intended outcomes of both approaches ~vere to 
be the rules o f actior ... , t.he authors concluci ed that 1 t is 
advisable to organize the curriculum around genuine pupil 
problems \>Thich may then be divided into sub-problems . Such 
problems and sub-problems should be presented in terms of pu-
pil .ct :i..on rathcl' than in knowl edge . Furtl"'er , all i'lritten ma-
terials should be directed to the pupil and all factual infor-
mation presented ffiUst be focused on the solution of the probl~m . 
rhe key to t his ex,eriment is tn~t from the outset 
the outcome s of t te le rning vlhich are cons i de red by the 
a ut nor s s optimum are consistent ~itb mee ting t ne needs of 
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t he lea r ner for unders t a nding and not for knO\vledge of' fe. c ts . 
Thus >·lhile it m~y be ,oi nted out th.; t t ~1e subject- matte r 
a,proach resulted in a larger tota l of f ac ts re t a ined , it did 
not result in as gre~ t a number of rules of ction or under-
standings being retained . It should be no ted t hat t he rules 
of' ~ ction were simple in nature and did not constitute t road 
pro blems . Yet , t his experiment does serve to indica te t hat 
t he subject-centered approach to le rning c~nnot te ex~ected 
t~ ~roduce t he de~ th of understa~diag or ap~re ciation tnat 
might be produced ty an approach vthlch str·esses acti vit y of the 
student in solving problems and in usin~ facts in t he soluti on 
of proclems . 
,[bile on a much sma ller scale t haa t he l ast experi:nent 
reviewed , Perchlik 1 s 44 study was a lso conce rned wi t t a compar-
ison of unita r y organi zation as against presentation of f a ctual 
material on a mo re traditiona l basis . The autnor t aught t wo 
ii~ferent cl~sses of Americgn History ; one class by a chrono-
logical orsaniza tion of material t o be studied a~d t ne other 
cy a non - chronologic'-1 organization whlch he ca l ed " dyna.:nic 
force units" - units ouilt around broad ares s of wotivation 
a:1d causation . Bo t h group s .ve re administered tes ts on tne 
44pe rc nli k , R. A., "A Non- Chronological App roac n to 
the Te~c \1lng of A:nerican History L1 t':1e Secondary Schools , 11 
Proa ressive Education 34: 12- 14, J anuary , 1957 . 
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same factual information and no eignificant di~f~rence was 
fo~~d i~ ~he retention o~ r~cts. This in itself impress~~ 
the author in that there was no lo"'s of facta by the pursu-
ance of the unit approC:~.ch . He furt..,_er SU""f5 ested that , on the 
basis of student remarks and observation? kept from anecdotal 
reco1ds and interviews of students , there mi_~ht have been a 
considerable gain on the prrt of the group using the unit ap -
proach in student interest d.S vrel l as stucent uncerstancirg 
of causation and rel ationship of historical eve1~ts \vith each 
other and vith current problems . 
It should be noted that controls were not s&t up that 
v1ould have made this experiment more valid in its conclusions . 
Still, it does serve to support the unit~ry organization of 
learning in t~~t it has at least demonstrated that such an 
organization is not less effective than the traditional in 
the acquisition of facts . It is unfortun.,te that evaluation 
o~ an objective nature was not used to determine more accur-
ately the difference betvteen the groups in the understand-
ings \''hich the author feel s mi5ht hav-e accrued to the stu-
dents in the dynamic force lroup . 
From a rt;view of these five experiments it is appar-
ent that, ~t the least, orgruiization of lear·nin~ in terms of 
the unitary approach involving student activity other ~han 
reading a text for memorized recitation is no less effective 
than such a tradition~l organization . In terms of promotin3 
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understanding in learni~~ the unit approacn a9pears t o be su-
perior. Furtaer , in tha t it involves orgauizat 1 ~n of ~aterial 
around central t l:leJles or units and the ide.1ti1 ica:.i':'n ol pro-
bl ews ~h~ ch a~e bo be so lv ed oy the l earner it is consistent 
wit h t~e psychology of lea rning of the Jest~ lt school. Thus 
as Symoads concluded i~ nis ravia ~ of experiJlents in this 
field : "There is no excus e to r any te ... c ner eve.t· aga1n -
anytime , anr#here - t o give such an assignment as , 'For next 
time read Chapters 13 to 15 in your tax t' . "45 
Nor is there any excuse for educc ti~n as described 
1~ tae follow1ug : 
~hat kind of citizen, then , a r e we educating? 
Controll1nq pupil s by means of fea r of repr isal in the 
forJl of ~ailure or punishment; requirin~ tnem to a c h1eve 
purposes 1n \'J nich t hey do aot concur, and v1hich t hey of-
ten understand t.ut .iimly , if at a ll ; frovmiag upon any 
form of cooperat ion ~ith others i n classroo~ le3rning 
activities; certainly tnis 1s a strange educa tion fo r 
cltizens~i~ i o a democrati~Dsoclety . It is a splendid 
education for neur ot i cism . 
It is in tne hope taa t a contrioution may be made 
towa rd educ~tion of a pos itive nature as op)osed to t~a t 
descrioed in tne immed1ate fore~o1ng that t his resource 
uait is herein presented . 
4~symonds, P.M. , '' .ins t Edl..4ca t.lon Has to Learn 1 rom 
Psychology;IV .ihole Versus Part Lea rn i ng , '' Tea chers College 
Record 58 : 329-39 , ~arch 1957 , 
4~c~rally , r. . J. , "O{ Auimals , C1tizens and 'B:le:nentar y 
Educ"'tion," i n J::duca tion for .Je:::!ocratic Citizenshin , p . 6:, . 
CHAPTER III 
SOVIET RUSSIA AND YOU 
Significance of the Unit 
In the course of living in today's world, it seems 
apparent that there exist two major centers of power - the 
United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
Througn the media of modern methods of news dissemination, 
through the conversations of elders and in their conversa-
tions with friends, youth is made aware that there is ten-
sion between these two powers and that this tension might 
have serious implications for his own and his country's 
future. Basic to an understanding of these implications 
is an understanding of the nature of Soviet Russia and its 
peoples. It remains, then, for the school to endeavor to 
help him to such understandings through a well organized 
program of effort directed specifica lly toward such goals. 
Introduction for the Student 
Every day, in newspapers, on radio and television , 
3'.2 
in talking with parents and friends, in fact, almost every-
where we turn, we hear about Soviet Russia. It seems that 
everyone is concerned with what Russia will do next and what 
we will do as a result. We hear of a race between our coun-
try and Russia for missiles and weapons. de are competing 
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with Russian spa ce explo r a tion and i n ot ~er sclentific 
explor a tions . de a re competing with Russia for the fri end-
ship of otner countr·ies . It is ee sy to see t na t Russ i a has 
become very i mJortant to us as citizens of the United States . 
_ost of us ha ve some ldea t na t HUss i a stands for 
some t hings tha t ~e do not l ike . We have heard that the re 
is not very mu c h personal freedom in Russia or that the 
Russi~n people are under very strict control in al~ost 
everything t he y do . Yet , nO'>'l mucn do tJ e really know about 
Russia? Nhat is Russia re a lly like? These are ques tions 
we must try to a~swer 1f we hope to understand our rela-
tions ·o~ ith Russia and t he Rus s ian people now and in tb.e 
future . 
Outcomes of Instruction 
I t is the pur pose of this unit to assist the lea rner 
in atta luLJg o.t aevelop1ng for himself certa in uaderst3.nd-
ings a~1d att ltu.5.e s about t he Soviet Union as \vell as to 
nelp the lea rner t o a fu.r·tner deve lopment of particular 
s k ills i n the social studies. The nature of t hese under-
standings, attitudes , arld sKllls are e numera ted under their 
separa te headings below . 
Understandings. 
1. The youth of Russia have many interests in common with 
the youth of America. 
a. They enjoy sports and games. 
b. They enjoy sharing in family life. 
c. They enjoy activities in organized gro~e for young 
people. 
2. Russia is a land of many peoples and many cultures. 
a. These ~ive to Russia a large reservoir of talents and 
abilities on which to draw. 
b. The variety of cultures make possible contributions 
to one another in the way of enjoyment and enrichment 
of living. 
c. The great. aumbe1· of peop le p ermits Rus s ia to divex·t 
many fr·om Lne labor force for worK in cultural and 
scienti fic pursuits. 
d. The people living in Russian cities ha ve ways of life 
quite similar to those of people living in American 
cities. 
3. The peoples of Russia have contributed greatly to the 
advancement of knowledge and culture for the benefit of 
· the people of the worl d. 
a . They nave made great contributions in classica l music 
and the dance. 
b. They have increased knowledge in the a rea s of' the 
social and physica l sciences • 
. , 
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4~ Russian immigrants have made contributions to the growth 
of America in their own and in succeeding generations. 
a. People of Russian descent have contriouted to the 
advancement of American air power. 
b. People of Russian descent ha~e made contributions to 
the avts i n America. 
c. People of Russian descent ha ve contributed to American 
industrial growth. 
5. While all peoples share the need for food, shelter, and 
clothing, the social and pnysical environment of the 
Russians have influenced their desires and wants to 
patterns often dissimilar to our own. 
a. Many Russians wear furs in winter because the climate 
is cold and fur bea ring animals are abundant. 
b. Wheat bread is a staple of diet in European Russia 
as a result of tne bounty of the Ukraine. 
b. Russia is a land of vast size and abundant natural re-
sources. 
a. Russia has nearly all the major resources necessary 
to supply a modern industrial nation. 
b. The topography and river systems combine to facili-
tate transportation . 
c. Russia is tne largest single nation in the world in 
land area. This has helped tnem defensively in 
time of war. 
·r . Russia since the 1920 's has been in the process of a 
great revolution from feudalism to industria lism and 
in this short period has risen from an indus t rially 
backward nation to a position s econd only to the United 
states. 
a. Prior to World War II industry in Russia .was an in-
significant aspect of their economy. 
b. The five year plans starting in the twenties repre-
sented a concerted effort on the part of the Russian 
leaders to raise their country rap idly to a position 
of world leadership in industrial capacity and out-
put. 
8. The physical and mental capabilities of people for pro-
gress are not limited to the free world and Soviet 
Russia shows determination to develop such capabili-
ties in order to compete with the free world. 
a. Russia, in modernizing industrially and agricultur-
ally, is endeavoring to teacn all its people to work 
under the new technology. 
b. Russia has had great success in training and develop-
ing scientists and technologists as witness such 
advances as have been made in space exploration and 
industry. 
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9. The people of Russia are ruled by a system of government 
which differs in practice from its theoretical groundings. 
a. Pure communism, in theory, is humanita rian in nature 
tased on such teachings of Marx as the benefit of 
t he worker and from each .:; ccor·e11.ug t.o h1s a OiL ... ty 
to ea ch a c cording to his need. 
b . I n ? ractice , hov/ever, Soviet Russin isruled. oy a 
:i1.c t.a t.o.rh ... l or· ol1.ga rchical s ys tern of rule from 3 Love 
for the masses until the daJT when pure com.Ju1ism ca .. 
be atta l. L~eC1 . 
c . ·,v nlle eome ind ividuals ~ re .fa vored citizens cy their 
polit ica l po><Je r or c onnect1.ons or excc;.lleuce ln cul-
tura l or scientific ·Jor.n., in gener:! l the \<Jelf· re and 
freedom Of the individU~ l a re SUCOrdl.OS t.eQ 1:.0 t.na t 
or t.ne state . 
d . Educat:on in Russia is a i med at oroducing citizens 
~ho will believe unuue ~ t.loal.u~ly 1.u their system of 
government and in controlling the p a ths of education 
for meeting tne needs OI t.ne St.'o~ te in regard to in-
dustria l and s c ientific d~ velopment . 
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10 . Russia ha s sb.o·tJn by its actlo.1 1.n l.uC! e ..,sLJg 1.ts s~Jhere 
of influence in Europe t nat it is conce rne d with c onmun-
ism not for tne lJeuef 1 t or t.ne p eople tut for the be nefit 
of Rus s ia . 
a . Rus s i a tooL{ over Czechoslovakia through r..ne meaus 
or LJt.rl aue an.i murde r . 
b . Rus s i a ' s act ions in quas hi ng the 1956 revolt in Hun-
gar y showed tea t lt ma i~talned communist rule a gainst 
the wishe s of the people . 
11 . Xilita.nt Commun1.sm , accoJ:C11.ug to :Soviet atri:igemen t 
of Marxism, is cased on a theory of rule for the people 
and not of the peop le. FUrther, it bas considered dic-
tatorial and terroristic activity as appropriate means 
toward its ends from its early beginntnga. 
a. Lenin organized the Bolsheviks as a hard core mill tar·y 
type organization. 
b. The Comintern carried on t~e work of Lenin to sub-
vert foreign countries to communism. 
c. The spy trials and defection of the early 1S50's 
show evidence of the fact tnat such activities did 
not disappea r with the disbanding of the comintern 
(e.g. Klaus FUchs and atomic secrets, or Petrov and 
Australian spy activities). 
12. Thus Soviet communism is a system of living which holds 
out the promise of freedom while it serves to imprison 
people. · 
a. Many freedoms exist on paper in the 1936 Constitution 
which have not been implemented in practice. 
b. The people were persuaded to produce in the five year 
plans at the expense of great personal suffering and 
family disruptions. 
c . Today Russia is still diverting the greater portion of 
heavy industrial production · to military goods rather 




1. A disposition not to regard Russians on the basis of 
ogre stereotypes as all of one stamp but to realize 
that the Russian people are individual people with in-
dividual personalities. 
2. A disposition to regard Russians as people who go to 
school, work, and play and have the problem of finding 
means of supplying their needs and their wants as do 
people the world over. 
3. A realization that we must regard the drives, fears, and 
hopes of the Russians people in terms of their own Russian 
development in order that we might see Russia and the 
world through their eyes as well as our own. 
4. A disposition .to admit that, to the Russian people, their 
government might seem as natural as does ours to us. 
5. A disposition to admit that the Russians have the mental 
capability for achievement in science and technology. 
6. A disposition to admit that the Russian people have made 
great contributions to culture and beauty for the enjoy-
ment of all people. 
·r. A disposition not to be frightened by a pseudo-mystical 
term, Communism, but rather to seek to know and understand 
its meaning. 
8. A disposition to recognize the challenge of Russian 
communism to the Western world and to affirm hi mself in 
his faith in democracy by practice in preparation for 
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good cit izenship . 
9 . A disposition to admit th::t t i.e the f'aee of t nis ch3llenge 
from Hussia , his view must a lways be a world vie~v a s he 
rea l1zes tna t w1th modern communica tion his and everyone's 
a ctions may have f a r-rea ching consequences . 
Skills 
1 . The student should show an increase i n skill 1 n methods 
ot· obt a ining access to informa tion a s i n use of libr:J.ries 
and pr i va te a s well as governmental institution~ . 
2 . r he stude nt s houl d snow an increase 1n s~ill io obta ining 
information from va ried ma t erials as books, pamphlets , 
documents , and periodicals . 
3 . The student should show an increase in the a bility to 
formulate and art iculate p!·oblems . 
4 . The student should show an increa se in tne ability to 
ana lyze his rea dings and observations, distinguish pri-
mary from seconda r y sources a nd sepa r a te f a ct from op inion. 
5 . The student should shO N a n increa se i~ t he abilit y to 
rela te pertinent mate ria ls to an organi zed a ttack on the 
s olution of' p r o olems . 
b . rne s t udent shoul d evidence s~ill in ora l a nd \~ritten 
presen tation of \vall-organ ized solution s t o problems. 
7 . The s tudent snould show an increa se d skill i n understa nding 
and utilizing maps and other grapnic materi als . 
8 . The student should s hoH evidence or sk1ll l.n working 
/ 
toward solution of problems oot~ individue lly and a s a 
memter of a qroup . 
Outline of Unit Activities 
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I. The youth of Russia have ~any interests in common with the 
youth of America . 
They enjoy sports and g~mes . 
They enjoy sharing in family life . 
They enjoy activit ies in organized groups for youn~ people . 
A. Motion Pictures . 
1. Children of t he Soviet Union . 
2 . Hao~y Childhood. 
3 . In the Circus Arenl:l. . 
B. Su~ges~ed rte ddings . 
1 • .tia t su l a, Sasha as ~oLi to 1<1arilyn Silverstone, 
" I Live 0(1 a Russian Kolkhoz , " Junior Scholastic , 
vol . 44, no . 2, pp . 11, 18 , Fecruary 6 , 1959 . 
2 . Eook of !nowledge, 16: ~!:350- 53 . 
3 . Comp ton's Pictured :ncyclopedia , R: 271-2(4, H: 277 , 
w: 30( . 
4 . ErsAine , Dorothy , Russia ' s Story, pp . 122-150 . 
5 . Rosanov , 5e r l7.ei, 1'n.e Adventures of ~!lana , 83 :pp . 
6 . Shapova. lov' r.:ichael ' and .Jals h , 'larren B.' let Is 
Kead Acout ~ss ia . p~ . 1U7-110, 114 . 
'l . Silverstone, .l-!arilyn , "If You .lent to a Russian i:>Chool, 11 
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Junior Scholastic, vol. 44, no.2, pp . 8-9. 
C. Related Activities. 
1. Give an oral report explaining how scout troops, 
CYO, church groups, Boy's clubs or summer camps in 
the u. s. are similar in services to youth groups in 
Russia. Explain also the differences. 
2. Collect maga zine and newspaper clippings on t he 
Russian athletic teams tha t the U. s. meets in 
interna t ional .competition. 
3. Play some of the games Russian children play. 
4. Write an essa y showing how the am~itions of Russian 
youth are simila r to those of American youth. 
5. Write a report compari ng the leisure activities of 
• 
boys and girls in RUssia and the United states • 
• 
6. ·t~rite a letter to a boy or girl in Russ i s . Tell him 
about yourself. Send pictures of yourself and 
family . Ask him to tell you about his friends and 
family . 
II. Russia is a land of many people and ma ny cultures. 
These give to Russia a la rge reservoir of t a lents and abili-
ties on which to dra'" . 
The variety of cultures make po ssible contributi ons to 
one another in the '.vay of enjoyment .!'lnd enrichment of 
living . 
The great number of people permits Russia to divert many 
from the labor force for work in cultural and scientific 
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pursuits. 
The people living in Russian cities nave ways of life quite 
similar to those of people living in American cities. 
A. Motion Pictures. 
1 . Folk .=D..;;.;a.;;;;n~c..;;.e.;;.,e • 
2. Inside Russia; Moscow, Leningrad. 
3. Inside Russia; Peasant Life. 
4. Inside Russia; Siberia.. 
5. Peoples of tne soviet Union. 
B. Suggested Readings •. · 
1. Atwood, Wallace and Thomas, Helen G., Visits in Qtber 
Lands, pp. 45-55. · 
2. Book of Knowledge, 2:467; 6:2070-1, 2276-7; 10:3450; 
13:4846, 4848, 4853; 16:5850-53. 
3. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, A:374, 403, 414, 
415; C:489-490; L:lOl-2. 163-4; M:346; R:261-270; 
S : 198; T: 23 . 
4. Downing, Charles, Russian Tales and Legend~, 231 pp. 
5. Erskine, Dorothy, Russia'~ Story, pp. 85-150. 
6. Gilmore, Eddy, 11 I Learn About the Russians, 11 
National Geographic 84: 619-640, November, 1943. 
7. Grosvenor, Edwin A., "The Races of Europe" National 
Geographic, 34: 460-471, December, 1918 . 
8. Kalashnikoff, Nicholas, MI Friend Yakub, 249 pp. 
9. Priehvin, Mikhail, The Treasure Trove of the Sun,8<D. :ptf. 
10. Shapovalov, Michael, and \.Yalsn ·t~arren B., Let's 
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Read About Russia , P? · 97 - 99 . 
11. St rong , AnnaL ., People s of the u .~ . s . R ., pp . 49-
230 . 
12 . i'ihite, .'l1ll i am C., Made I n Russia , pp . 41-115 . 
C. Related Activities . 
1. Prepare a map showing the homes of the di f fere n t 
peoples of Russia . 
2 . Prepa re an exhi bit using materia ls from your own 
homes s howing the contri t utions these peoples have 
made to the coEfort of ea c n otner and to peo)les 
every.-Jher-e . 
3 . Draw or paint picture s for displa y of cos tumes and 
cus t oms of the d i fferent pecple of Rus s i a . 
4 . ~rite a n essay or report on customs of people of 
Russia . 
5 . Collect magazine and ne wspaper clippings show in~ 
art i cles a nd :9ictures of t he Russia n people . 
,. 
,/rite an essay co:n!"'a ring the U~ited Sta te s and Russ ia o . 
a s "Ke l ting Pots" . 
7 . .lri te a composition or report showing how much of 
Russian city living is like city l iving i n t he u .s . 
e . Prepare a rep ort pointing out t ne dif ferences in 
city living and wo r k i ng i n the U. S . and i n hussia . 
9 . Write a story or play showing the c ha n7es an 
A:nerica n fa~ily mi ght have to ma~e if the y were 
suddenly transplantei from an American to a hussian 
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industrial city . 
10 . Construct a model of a Russian peasant hut . 
11 . Construct a s ~ nd table model of a g roup of Russian 
collective f a rms with its villages a nd machine 
sta tions . 
12 . 'tfrite a story or poem on the old-fashioned f a rm-
house stove . 
III. The peoples of Russia have contricuted grea tly to t he ad-
vancement of knowledge and culture for the benefit of the 
peoples of the wo rld . 
They have made g rea t contri butions in classical music and 
the dance . 
They have increasej knowledge in the areas of the social 
and phys ica l sciences . 
A. t•1otion Pictures and Phonograph Recordings . 
1. Folk Dances . 
2. Prokofieff , Serge , Peter and the .lolf . 
3 . Rimsky- Korsakoff , The Grea t Russia n Easter Festiva l. 
4 . Stars of t he Russian Ballet . 
~ . Tc haikowsky , Peter, The Nutc racker Suite . 
B. Suggested Readi ngs . 
1 . ~ook of Knowl edge , 3 : 987-8 ; 6 : 2070- 1 , 2276-7; 
10:3450 ; 13 : 48a5 , 48 , ~3 ; 16 : 5854; 19 : 6904- 11, 
7147-9 . 
2 . Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia , R: 284- 96,27 5 . 
3 . Malvern , Gladys , Dancing Sta r , The Story of Anna 
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Pavlova , 280 pp . 
4 . Prokofief~, SerEe , Peter ana the T~l~, unpaced . 
5 . Pura y, Claire, Sto1my Victorv , Tchai ·0\·Tsky, 248 pp . 
c S'napovalov, f.Hchael, and l·Ta.lsll, '/arren B. , Let ' s 
Read About Russia , ,p . 25-27, 83-88. 
7 . 1·n1eeler, Opal, Storv of Peter Tchaiko;·lsky - Earl v 
Year , 12C pp. 
. 
8. 1.Taite, " /ill~am C., ?>!ade In Rusr.i.a., pp . 41-79 , 
1=.-9-155 . 
G. Relatec Activities . 
1 . 'lfrite a book report on one of the boolrz listed 
above or prepare an oral report on one of them 
for the clqss . 
~. ?rep~re an e~say cornp~ring Russi-n folk t~les 
with those we tnow from other l~ds . 
3. Prepern a skit ~ctinG out Peter ~ud t · P 1olf or 
the N'utcracl~er Suite;. 
4 . Make puppets a~d arawingc to tell the story of 
Peter and the 'volf or a Russian folk tal~ . 
5. Collect ne'frspaper clippings of articles .:mJ pic-
tures abou~ tours of Russi&~ musical and ballet 
groups in the t:ni ted State~ . 
6 . Hr:.te an essay on Russia ' s contribut.:.on to the 
-v10rld of music . 
7. Give an oral report on Pavlov's exp€riments and 
their imp e>rt~"lce to our i.l.lld erst and ing o'!' people . 
8. Collect newspaper clippings on Russia's missiles 
and sputniks and make models for a display and 
report. 
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IV. Russian immigrants have made contributioneto the growth 
of America in their own and in succeeding generations. 
People of Russian descent have contributed to the ad-
vancement of American air power. 
People of Russian descent have made contributions to the 
arts 1n 4.merica. 
People of Russian descent have contributed to American 
industrial growth. 
A. Motion Pictures. 
1. The Haven. 
2. Iron Fence. 
B. Suggested Readings. 
1. Book of Knowledge, 19:7159-60. 
2~ Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, K:375-7; R:46-7; 
S:521, 532; 0:310-lY. 
3. Shippen, Katherine B., Passage to America, pp.l59-166 . 
C. Related Activities. 
1. Clip magazine articles and pictures of Americans 
of Russian descent who· are famous in the world of 
sports, music, art, or industry. 
2. Write an essay on the contributions of seversky 
and Sikorsky to airplane design. 
3. Construct models of air? lanes and helicopters 
designed by these men. 
4. Write a report expl aining why Russian immigrants 
came to the United States. 
5. Put on a skit or play to show what it might have 
been like for an immigrant to come to a strange 
new land where he didn't know the language or the 
customs. 
6. Find out if any of your friends are of Russian 
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descent. If so invite a member of the family who 
remembers the trip to America to speak to the class. 
v. While all people share the need for food, shelter, and 
clothing, the social and physical environment of the 
Russians have influenced their desires and wants to 
patterns often dissimilar to our. own. 
Many Russians wear furs in winter because the climate 
is cold and fur bearing animals are abundant. 
Wheat bread is a staple of diet in European RUssia as 
a result of the bounty of the Ukraine. 
A. Motion Pictures and Filmstrips. 
l • . Inside Russia; Moscow, Leningrad. 
2. Ina1de Russia; Peasant Life. 
3. Inside Russia; Siberia. 
4. People of Russia. 
5. Russia. 
B. Suggested Readings. 
1. Book _5!! Knowledge, :!:467; 6 :2206; 16:5690·2 ; 
18:6440-61. 
2. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, Ai374,403,414-5; 
C: 489-90; L: 101-2; M: 346; -5: 198; T: 23; R: 256-61, 
263-69, 271. 
3. Felsen, Gregor, Struggle !! Our Brother, 220 pp. 
4. Nazaroff, Alexander, The Land of the Russian 
People, pp. 43-66. 
5. Shapovalov, Michael, and Walsh, warren B., ~s 
Read About RUssia, pp. 89-92, 93-95, 121-124,132-133. 
6. Singer, Rolf, "Roaming Russia 'a Caucasus," National 
Geographic 82:91-121, July, 1942. 
7. strong, AnnaL., Peoples of the u.s.s.R., 246pp. 
8. White, William C., Made In Russia, pp. 3-23. 
8. Zenzinoff, Vladimir M., "'l'lith an Exi}-e in Arctic 
Siberia, "National Geographic 46:695-718, December, 
1924. 
c. Related Activities. 
1. ~.vri te an essay telling how a his tory of many in-
vasions might effect a people's patriotism and re-
1a tiona vli th foreigners today. 
2. Prepare maps showing the invasions of the Mongols, 
Napoleon, the Poles in World war I, and the Germans 
in world Wa r II. 
3. Give a report accompanied by drawings and pictures 
of the effects of invasions on the variety of 
customs of the Russian people. 
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4. Prepare a rep ort snowing how tne diffe~ent peoples 
of the U.s.s.R. have developed their own tastes 
often according to their own climates and resources. 
5. Draw pictures of Russian clotning and costumes and 
explain the functional value of' each according 
to the climate of tne region in which it is worn. 
(If possible make some in sewing class.) 
6. Give a report describing marketing in RUssia and 
now it differs from much of our own shopping. 
7. Prepare some Russian foods for the class. 
8. Hold a debate or panel discussion on a Russian 
view of the world (should it be the same as ours?). 
VI. Russia is a land of vast si~e and abundant natural re-
• 
sources. 
Russia has nea rly all the ~ajor resources necessa r y to 
supply a modern industrial nation. 
The topography and river systems combine to facilit ate 
transportation. 
Russia is the larges t single nation in the world in 
land area . This has helped he~ defensively in time of 
war. 
A. Mo-tion Pictures. 
1. Battle of Russia. 
2. Look Inside Russia. 
3. Russia at vlar • 
B. Suggested Readings. 
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1. Boo"k of ICno·.vl ed p:, e , 2 : 509 ; 3 :10 27 ; 5 :1605 ; 13 :4743 ; 
1 8 :663 2 . 
2 . Comu t on·' s Pictur ed :?nc yc l o-sedi a , .A. : 293 -L~ , 1.;.1 -:::- 1~ , 
513 : 3 :8 , 204; C:132 , 155-6 , 349 ; R: 256 -61, 277 -
el, 284 - 5 ; S :1 72 , 174 ; T: 213·; U: 246 ; V:5 20 . 
3. Er·skine , Doro t hy , Russia ' s St or·y , pp . 4 - 13 . 
4 . Lat timore , Owen , "He'.•: Ro 2.d t o As i a , ' ' 1'-Tationa1 Geo -
r r aph ic 86 : 641-676 , Dec ember , 19l+Ll . • 
5 . Nazaroff, "Uaxa.nd er, Tl·le LanC o f t h.e 
---
nuss i 9.Yl P c::>Dl € , 
pp . 9- 66 . 
6 . Shapova1ov , I: ict!~_ El, a..rtd ~1al sh , '.:Tarr en -, 
.D • J Le t ' s 
Read About :::,us r. i a , DD . 7-lC, 22 - 82 . 
---- .. 
7. Stron:: , Anna L., ? eop1 es of t ·be "U . S . S . R., :_Jp . 1 - C· 
- ' 
4~- 2~50 . 
S . 'Jh i ppl e , Gert rude , 2nc J c-,:JFs , Prest ;Jn E., Our 
Ea r·t h 3 11(.3 I-i ::r~.'1 , :::ur a :::: i a and t he 1-:o d .:: y- :1 ~-ro r l d , pp . 12 -
73. 
1 0 . :rill i ·;.m s , E aynar d 0. , '~·:o t :-:.sr Vol [3 DE. f s::J.C s Esr 
V""···Jn 11 \Jnt i or::al :'eo' .. r"' ·· 1' · " c 
. ' .l "' • J ' '··· .J • . . ~ 
C. Hel :: t ed .!c t i-.: i t:es . 
Boston Un1vers1t1 





3. Write a report on the Ukraine as the breadbasket of 
Russia. 
4. Write a re port on tne untapped resources of Siberia. 
5. Write a report and prepare maps and charts on the 
mineral wealth of Russia and the i ndustrial use 
of this wealth. 
6. Give a report on rivers and the development of 
Russia. 
1. Give a report on the size of Russia as a factor 
in the Napoleonic invasion and World War II. 
Accompany this report with maps. 
VII. Hussia since the 1920's has been in tne process of a 
grea t revolution from feudalism to industrialism and in 
this short period has rise~ from an industrially back-
ward nation to a position second only to the United 
states. 
Prior to ~vorld ·,var I indus t ry in Russia wa s an insigni-
ficant aspect of her economy. 
The five year plans starting in the t wenties repre sen-
ted a concerted effort on the part of the Russian 
lead~rs to raise their country rapidly to a position 
of world leadership in industrial capacity and output. 
A. Motion Pictures. 
~. Inside Russia; Moscow. Leningrad. 
2 . Inside Russia; Peasant~· 
• 
•(", 
3. Inside Russia; Siberia. 
4~ ~ Inside Russia. 
B. Suggested Readin·ga. 
1. Boo~ of Knowledge,l3:4743; 16:5848,5855-9, 5694-8. 
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2. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia , R:263-279, 277-281. 
3. Erskine, Dorothy, Russia's Story, pp. 60-ti4. 
4 . Ives, Vernon, Russia , pp . 15-24. 
5. scott, John, " 'Magnetic City' Core of Valiant 
Russia's Industrial Might," Na tional Geographic 
83:525-556 , May , 1943. 
6 . Sh.apovalov, Michael, and "N"alsh, Wa rren B., Let's Read 
About Russia, pp.5?-72, 123-133. 
7. Strong, AnnaL. Peoules of the U.S . S . R., pp .49- 230. 
8 . •Yhite, William c.,~ In Rus s i a , pp . 193-206. 
C. Related Activities. 
1. '.'lri te a report comparing i ndus try in Russ i a in 1900 
with Rus s i a 's industry today. 
2 . ~rite a report to explain why Russian industry was 
little developed before 'tlorld ;var I. 
3. In an e s say expl a in why the Russian leade rs formed 
the -five yea r pl ans. Why did t hey think they were 
necessary? 
4. Collect clippings of maga zine articles and pictures 
which. s how Russia's industrial s trength. 
5. Prepare a se t of maps to show t he s ize and loca tion 
of Russian industries in 1900 and a s they a re today. 
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VIII. The physical and mental capabilities of' people for pro-
,gress are not limited to the free world and Soviet 
Russia shows determination to develop such capabili-
ties in order to co~pete with the free world. 
Russia, in modernizing industrially and agricultually, 
is endeavoring to teach all its people to work under 
the new technology. 
Russia has had great success in training and developing 
scientists and technologists as · ..;itness such advances as 
have been made in space exploration and industry. 
A. Motion Pictures and Filmstrips. 
1 . Inside Russia; Siberia. 
2. Look Inside Russia. 
3. People of Russia. 
4. Peoples of the Soviet Union. 
B. Suggested Readings. 
1. Book of Knowledge, 16:5848-9, 58?:>-9. 
2. Compton's Pictured Encyc1o~edia, R:269 , 273-4,2!;0. 
3. Ives, Vernon, Russia, pp .• 19-22 . 
4. Lattimore, Owen, "New Road to Asia," National 
Geographic 86:662 ,673, December, 1944. 
?. Shapovalov, Michael, and :4a lsh, ':arran B., Let' a Read 
About Russia, pp. 28-48, 123-133. 
6. White, ;Hlliam c., Made In Russia , pp. l93-20o. 
c. Related Activities. 
IX. 
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1. Collect newspaper and magazine a rticles and pictures 
showing recant Russian achievements in science and 
technology. 
2. Prepare a report on how education in HUssia is 
geared toward industrial and scientific g ro';Jth. 
3. Prepare a display of pictures to show methods of 
farming in Russia toda y as compared with fit'ty years 
ago. 
4. Write a story showing -bow education and moderniza·-
tion might have changed the life of a peasant family 
of one of the small nationalities or HUaaia. 
'· Hold a panel discussion on ~ne subject of why Russia 
wished to develop to compete with the ~est. 
6. Write a report expl a ining how many peoples nave 
contributed to the growtn or botn the u.s. and Russia. 
The people of Russia are ruled by a system of government 
.. 
wnich differs in p ractice from it s tneoretica l ; r ounaings. 
Pure communism, in theory, is humanitarian in nature -
ba sed on such tea cnings of Marx as the benefit of the 
worker and 1'rom ea cn according to hi s a u1.llt y and to .each 
according to his need. 
In practice, nowever, Soviet Russia is ruled by a dic-
t a toria l or oligarchica~ s ystem oi z~le from a bove r or 
~he masses until the da y when pure communism ce.n be a ttained. 
While some individuals are favored citizens by tneir 
polit.lca l powe r or conaect.lons or excellence in cultural 
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or scientific work, in general the welfare or freedom of 
the individua l is su-bord.lnated t.o tnat ot tne state. 
Education in Russia is aimed at pro~ucing citizens who will 
believe unquestioningly in their system of government and 
. ' 
in cout.rolllug tne patb.s of educa tion for meeting the 
needs of the state in regard to industrial and scienti-
fie development. 
A. Mot.lon Plc~ures • 
.1.. Communism 
2. Despotism. 
3. Ten Days That Shook the World. 
B. Suggested Readings. 
1. Baker, Nina B., Lenin, 257 pp. 
2. Baker, Nina B., Peter the Great, 310 pp. 
,3. tsook of Knowledge, 16:5690-8, 5847-~0,54. 
4. Carls, Norman, and Sorenson, Fra nk E., Neighbors 
Acrose the Seas, p. 113. 
5. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, R:2b3-75, 2~1-92. · 
b. Erskine, Dorothy, Russia's Story, pp. 14-39, 53-59. 
·r. Foster, Genevleve, George Wasnington's World, pp. 35-7, 
98-1oo, 144-145, 234-2:?6, 2il-2'i4, J2e-329. 
~. Ivee, Vernon, Russia, 25 pp. 
9. Nazaroff, Alexander, Land of the Russian People, 
pp. 67-156. 






11. Shapovalov, Michael, and Walsh, Warren B., Let's Read 
About Russia, pp. 17-24, 112-132, 135-139. 
12. Strong, Anna L., Peoples ot· tne U.s .S .H •• pp. 9-4~. 
13. ii'hite, William C., Made In Russia, pp. 116-117, 121, 
123-125, 130-133. 
C. Related Activities. 
1. Write a story showing how ~'lork would be divided under 
tne communist system in a small self-sufficient 
community. 
2. Design and create a mu.r:·al and. a set of diagrams to 
show how pure communism whould work in a simple 
community. 
3. Give a report on how cornmuulsm would work in a more 
complica ted society. 
4. Hold a panel discussion to consider tne problems of 
wnat to produce in a diverse, modern society. 
5. Hold a panel discussion on how to decide ou a pe.r:~ 
sou' s ueeds under communism. 
6. ~rite an essay on whether the consumer benefits 
more under !'ree eaterprise or under communism. 
1. Give a book report on the life of Peter tne Gr eat • 
ts. Hold a deba te on whether Peter the Great wa s a 
friend or foe of the Russian people. 
9. Prepare a wall cnart and an oral report expla ining 
the organ1zatL:: n of the officia l communist pa rty 
and. the ofl'icial government of Russia showing inter-
• 
locking control. 
10. Write a story about a worker in Russia who has a 
complaint and wishes to change his job. 
11. Conduct a class as it might be conducted in a 
Russian school. 
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X. Russia has shown by its actions in increasing its sphere 
of influence in Europe that it is concerned wit h com-
munism not for the benefit of people but for t he benefit 
of Russia. 
Russia took over Czechoslovakia through the means of in-
trigue and murder. 
Russia's actions in qua shing the 1956 revolt in Hu~gary 
showed tha t it maintained communist rule aga ins t the 
wishes of the people. 
A. Motion· Pictures. 
1. Communism. 
2. Despotism. 
B. Suggested Re adings. 
1. Book of Knowledge, 12:4184; 13:4581-6; 16:58~0. 
2. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, R:292, 292a, 292b. 
3. "How a Nation i'e sovietized," U.S. NevJ s and ~forld 
Report 24: 28- 9 , March 26 , 1948 . 
4. Lachman, Kurt A., a nd Painton , Fred C., "H0\-1 Youth of 
Hungary Fought Off Russia's Army ," abridged in 
Reader's Dip;e st 70: 24-8 ;' January, 195·1 . 
5. Larsen, Lisa, "Hungary Twenty Months Afte r, " Ne ·v"¥ Yor~ 
Times ~agazine , ~P · 6-7 , June ~2 , 195d . 
6 . ''They Turned Out ln Hun[:a ry for R.rubchev , "Lif e 
44 : 39-40 , April 21 , 1958 . 
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7 . Thompson , Dorothy , "Jan l~asaryk Found One Answer , 11 
Life 24 : 34- 5, March 22 , 1948 . 
C. Related ~ctivities . 
1 . .r-r e;>are a set of !I!a.ps shm-1 ing t he s ize of Russ i a 
a n d its sphere of influence before sad after iorld 
tfar I I . 
2 . ,lri te an essay explaining why Russia ha s ~re :: t er 
control over Polanj a nd Hung~ ry t hs n over Yugoslavi a . 
3 . Hold a panel d i scussion on what wnuld happen to 
Europe if the U.v . and Russ i a we r e to cl· shover 
Berlin (consider -~Aro a.ad the East European Army) . 
4 . ririte a re~ort on how the communists ga in control 
of a countr,, wit · .. out in vas i on . 
5 . Hold a pa~el discussion on what a c ountry must do 
to prevent con:munist t aKe over from il it hin . 
6 . I n an e ssay expl a in •:~hy Russia fe els it must have 
satellites in Europe . 
7 . Prepare a skit shot~ing \'lhat might have hapnened to 
a peasant family during the ea rly collectiviza tion 
of agriculture . 
XI . Milit mt c"'-- 1nism , a ccording t o t ne Soviet abridgement of 
~.:arxism , is based on a t heo ry of rule for t he people and 
not of the peo~le . Further , it nas considered dictator-
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ial and terroristic activity as appropria te means towa rd 
its ends from its early beginnings. 
Lenin organized the Bolsheviks as a bard core military 
type organization. 
The comintern carried on the work of Lenin to subvert fo-
reign countries to communism. 
The spy trials and defection of the ea rly 1950's show 
evidence of the fact that such activities did not disappear 
with the disbanding of the comintern (e.g. Klaus Fuchs and 
atomic secrets, or Petrov and Australian spy activities). 
A. Motion Pictures and Filmstrips. 
1. Communism. 
2. Dealing with Russia. 
3. Despotism. 
B .• Suggested Re adings. 
1. Baker, Nina B., Lenin, 257 pp. 
2. Book of Knowledge, 12:4184; 13:4686; 16:5847. 
3. Compton's Pictured Enc;y:clOJ2edia, 0:88; L:l62; R:288-
292b ; S:361; T:l92; W:226. 
4. "Genius in Prison, 11 Newsweek 51:62, March 24, 1958. 
5. "How Reds Learned About the Atom," U.s . News and 
~or1d Report 38:70-73, March 11, 1955. 
6. Ives, Vernon, Russia, pp. 12-14, 24, 25. 
7. Petrov, Vladimir M., "Russian Spy Tells Own Story, 11 
u.s. News and World Report 39:114-140, September 30,1955. 
8. Shapovalov, Michael, and Walsh, Warren B., Let's Read 
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About Russia, pp. 112-115, 120-122, 124, 125. 
9. Snyder, Louis L., The First Book of the Soviet Union. 
pp. 22-41, 89-94. 
C. Related Activities. 
1. ~rite a book report on Lenin's life and explain his 
instructions to his follower~ to insure victory and 
control of the revo1ution. 
2. Prepare a report explaining how t he Bolsheviks took 
over the Revolution. 
3. Collect clippings from newspapers a nd magazines 
showing communist influence and activities in coun-
tries outside of the Soviet Union. 
4. Prepare a series of maps a hm-v ing the extension of 
communism and communist influence since 'r/orld -tlar II. 
~. Hold a panel di scussion on how the U.S. must a ct to 
stop Russian spread in the Middle East. 
6. Conduct an opin.ion poll on the questi on, " .-lhy should 
the U.S. spend money on foreign aid, technical and 
military assistance?" and 11Wha t do you suppose would 
happen to the free .world, especially underdeveloped 
countries, if we stopped all aid?" 
7. 0~ those who were in favor of stopp ing e. id, wha t were 
their ~aeons? Were they sound? Why did ' taey hold 
to those reasons? 
8. Hold a panel discussion to consider why communism 
might appeal to ·people in other countries - particu-
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larly under-developed countries and to Russia in 1917. 
XII. Thus Soviet communism is a system of living which · holds 
out the promise of freedom while it serves to imprison 
people. 
Many freedoms exist on paper in the 1936 Constitution 
which have not been implemented in pra ctice. 
The people were persuaded to produce in the five year 
plans at the expense of great personal suffering and 
family disruptions. 
Today Russia is still diverting the greater portion of 
heavy fndustrial production to" military goods rather 
than to consumer's goods for the benefit of its people. 
A. Motion Pictures. 
1. Communism. 
2. Despotism. 
B. Suggested Readings. 
1. Book of Knowledge, 16:5e47-50. 
2. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, R:270-4, 280-3, 290. 
3. Ives, Vernon, Russi~, pp. 19, 22-25. 
4. Shapovalov, Michael, and Walsh, :,iarren B., Let's 
Read About Russia, pp. 28-45, 112-133. 
5. Snyder, Louis L., The First Book About the Soviet 
Union, pp. 39, ~1-56, 89-94. 
C. Related Activities. 
1. Prepa~ a report explaining dictatorship of the 
proletariat -what it means and now it works. 
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2. Prepare a dramat1za~1on showing how the communist 
party functions to control tne people as well as to 
feel the pulse of the popular will. 
3. Prepare a skit or puppet show to show life as tne 
communists promise it to be and as it actually is in 
Russia. 
4. Write a report on n~w the communists too~ over tne 
revolution of 1917. 
5. Organize tne members of the class along communist 
party linea and hold a class election. Compare tnis 
in discussion to a free democratic electlou. 
6. Write an essay on wnat a communist party member is 
and wny the party limits its memoersnip. 
'(. Clip magazine and newspaper articles of an American 
election campaign a~d compare tnem to elections in 
Russia. 
8. ~rite a report comparing a political party i n the 
U.s. to the communist party in Russia. 
9. Invite the local chairmen of the Democratic and 
Republican parties to speak to the class on tne 
meaning of American party systems. 
10. liold a panel discussion to debate tne advantages and 
dlsadvant.agea of' collectivized farming. Bring in how 
collectivization was brougnt about in Russia. 
11. Collect clippings of pictures of Russian cohsumer 
goods. Write a report comparing them to American 
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goods. 
12. Hold a panel discussion comparing American workers' 
stanelards ot llviog aud tnose o1· rtuss1an workers. 
Evaluatl.on 
Examples and suggestions are here 9resented as an aid 
to the teacher in preparing for evaluation of students growth 
in the unit understandihgs, attitudes, and skills. 
Evaluation of Understandings. T-Ile follow lug are examples of 
essay quest. ions. 
1. Imagine that a young Russian of about your age is to spend 
a few days with you in school and with your friends and 
family. What similarities will he p robably find to his 
life in Russia? What differences will he find? 
2. Wnat were the five yeax· plans? ·:lb.y did cne Russian 
leaders feel that they were needed? 
3. Explain how pure communism works by telling how it would 
be practiced by you and your friends on an overnight 
camping trip. 
4. rtow Cloes Sovlet. Russlan commun1.sm differ from pure commu.n-
ism? 
' 5. ·N'hat is the difference between the Communist Party and 
an American political party? 
6. How do the communists gain control of a country? Give 
an example. 
7. Wnat freedoms are the Russian people denied which we as 
Americans take for granted? 
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8. Ahat should you as an American citizen do to help prevent 
a communist takeover in· the United States? 
9. How did physical features ala 1n Russia's growth? 
10. At one time many Americans were complaining that too many 
Russian were coming to live in the United States. Do you 
tniil.K that thelr worries were Justified? Give rea sons 
ro~ your answer. 
Tne following are examples of multiple choice items. 
Circle the letter whi ch identifies the best completion of 
each statement. 
1. If you were to see Oriental ruga, ermine coa ts, hand 
painted l acquer boxes, ana sllR robes lu a .Moscow store 
you would be most correct in concluding: 
a. Russia imports a large number of luxury items from 
countries throughout the world. 
b. the factories of Moscow produce a great variet y of 
luxury items. 
c. tne large va rlety. ot· peoples aua cultures of rtussla 
pt·oduce many kinds of i terns. 
d. most of thes e items come from Russia's colonies. 
2. When we think of Russia's grea test contributi ans to world 
enjoyment we do NOT usually thin.i! of': 
a. sculpture. 
o. ballet dancing. 
c. music. 
d. literature. 
3. Russia is most fortunate in having a : large population 
because: 
a. it can raise huge sums of money in taxes. 
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o. the dltt"erent peoples are too busy !"ignting one another 
to worry aoout how the government is run. 
c • . many people can be spared from farms e nd industries 
for work in arts and sciences. 
d. Russia can have the largest a~y in tne world. 
4. Tne .Kussian goverument wants most or the !"arms to be: 
a. large factory f~rms where many people work witn modern 
machinery. 
b. large factory farms where cheap slave labor works cy 
band. 
c. small -tarms owned by 1nd~vlelual t ·armer·s and tneir families. 
·d. small farms rented to individual farmers to grow what 
the government wants. 
5. The worker on a Russian Ko~kboz: 
a. may work on hls own garden 1u h1s spare time. 
o. must grow only wnat the government tells him to grow. 
c. must turn all crops he raises into the government. 
d. may not trade or sell any of his crops. 
6. A :factory worker ln a large tcuss1au ctty: 
a. may change nis joo as often and as eas ily as he pleases. 
b. usually lives in his own home with all the modern con-
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veniences. 
c. is usually worked too hard to ever nave any leisure time. 
a. is usually well-trained for tne joe be does. 
7. People who live in Russian cities: 
a. live in th~ir own homes. 
b. earn the same wages. 
c. may work at many different types of Joos. 
d. wear tne same uniform dress whea not at work. 
tl. Education in Russia's schools: 
a. is better than in Americ~ . because it is harder. 
b. is open only to those who have enougn money to afford it. 
c. is not as good as in America because Russians aren't 
as smart as we are. 
d. is aimed toward training people for the type of work 
for whicn they are oest sui ted. 
9. In tne ~oung Pioneers or tne L1ttle Octobriats a Russian 
youth does NOT: 
a. have the opportunity to meet with his f riends. 
b. take part in enjoyable activities and games. 
c. receive training in Soviet communism. 
d. have to live awa y from his family in dormitories. 
10. The · reason that many Russians wear fu r hats, coats, and 
boots ls .tnat: 
a. the .ttus s ia-mare very ricn. 
b. furs are plentiful in Russia. 
c. Russians like to show off by wearing furs. 
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d. the Russians can't make goo"d wool clotning. 
11. Moe~ ~asian sc aool ch~ldren: 
a. do not care about the future. 
b. ha.ve ambi tiona similar to those of American children. 
c. inow that tney will not nave any cno1ce of careers. 
d. know tnat ~nair aoilit1es will not be considered when 
their careers are chosen. 
12. Many Russians do not have some of the modern conveniences 
tnat we ~ake !'or granted because: 
a. Russians a re old f ashioned and don't like modern 
gadgets. • 
b. the people are not educated enough to use modern inven-
t i ons. 
c. the prices are set too high ror most of the people. 
d, Russian people don't like installment buying. 
13. Russia has gone forward in science and industry: 
a . and ~s now producing new inventions which others might 
use. 
b. only because it copies the ~est. 
c. but has never produced anything new. 
d. because Russia hire s scientists from other countries. 
14. Russia was fortunate in having as the basis of ner early 




d . zinc. 
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15. About the only major resource of which Russia must import 





16 • . The size and the climate of Russia have aided ner most 
agalust tne la~aeion or tne: 
a. Noresemen. 
b. Huns. 
c. French under Napoleon. 
d. Tatars. 
17. The shortest air route from the United States to Russla 
would cross: 
a. Europe and the Atlantic Ocean. 
b. the Pacific Ocean. 
c. the Arctic Sea. 
d. the Mediterranean Sea. 
. 1~. If iiussla were to control tb.e Middle East: 
a. the U.s. would not be affected. 
b. transporta tion and industry ln Europe would not oe 
affected. 
c. fuel prices in Europe and the U.s. would go up. 
d. the U.s. would run out or oll. 
19-. Government under tne Tsars and government under the So-
viets are similar in t~at: 
• 
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a. tne people elect all officials at all levels. 
b. anyone of any party may run ' for office. 
c. tne people are ruled by their own autnority. 
d. rule lies in tne hands of a few men. 
20. Peter the Great: 
a. was concerned for tne welfare o1· tne pe asant. 
b. believed he alone knew what was best for Russia. 
c. helped cut away red tape between tne people and their 
government. 
d. tried to do what the people said they wanted done. 
21. The Constltution of 1936 really has meant that: 
a. the people were guaranteed control of their government. 
o. the people could not be denled certain rignts to work 
and earn a living. 
c. one man could never rule Russia by his own power. 
d. none of tne a bove. 
22. Pure communism is based on the idea that: 
a. there should be no factories. 
b. no one snould be in cha rge ol' anyone else. 
c. eacn snould work according to his ability. 
d. those tnat are more clever should get more money. 
23. Under pure communism: 
a. each person would receive wha t he needs a s pay. 
b. those that do the most difficult joos would get tne 
most. pay. 
c. all people wno work should get the same pay. 
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d. people wno cau't worl{ snould. receive nothing. 
24. In order for pure communism to work: 
a. you must have a dictator. 
b. everyone must be willing to work to his ability. 
c. there must be no personal freedoms. 
d. everyone must do tne Job be ~ants to do. 
25. Russia does not have as high a staada rd of living as the 
United States because: 
. 
a. Russia is a backwa rd country. 
o. HUss1ans don't lll{e modern conveniences. 
c. Russia wants to produce more indus trial products. 
d. xussia doesn ' t have many natural r e sou r ces. 
26. H ussian newspapers: 
a. a re p rivately owned a nd published. 
b. print o~ly wha t the ric~ people allow. 
c. are under gove.r:nment control. 
d. print the news without bias. 
27. To get ahead in Russia one must: 
a . be a regula r cnur-ch-goer. 
b. go into business. 
c. own a large amount of land. 
d. wo r k f or the state. 
28. To run for office in Hussia one must: 
a. nave the oa cking of the we a lthy merchants. 
b. ha ve the backing ot· tne Communist Party. 
c. be a Communist Pa rty member. 
d. be a military officer. 
29. ·.vnlle Russia has universal elections: 
a. most people a.re not allowed to vote. 
D. tnere is only one cbolce tor each office. 
c. only industrial workers vote. 
d. cand1daLes must belong to tne Communist Party. 
30. The Communist Party C3me into powe.r· 1u i-cussla: 
a. by winning a general election. 
b. because they were popular witn tne peasauts. 
c. because they overthrew the Tsar. 
d. by gaining . control of workers g.t·oups. 
jl. Tne early five year plans for farming: 
a. were welcomed oy tne rarme.I·s. 
b. ma de life easier for the individua l f armer. 
c. wer·e accompanied oy great hardships and many deaths. 
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d. showed that the goverument wau-r.eu t.o make the farmers 
rich. 
32. The Comintern was formed for tne purpose of: 
a. building up the Communist Party in Russia. 
D. spresd.ing communis~ to all other countries. 
c. attracting foreign business to Russia. 
d. controll1ng 1ndustry ln Russia. 
33. -ihen Russia disoanded tne Comlnte.r·u lt meant that: 
a. Russia no longer cared about relations with other 
couuc.ries. 
b. Russian industry had gone ahead of tne rest ol· tne WOI·ld. 
~ 
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c. the Communist Party wes too crowded. 
d. Russia wanted to look mor-e friendly to the rest of the 
world. 
34. The best example of bow Russian communism is spread is 





Ans •11er Key 
1. c 18. c 
2. a 19. d 
3. c 20 . b 
4. a 21. d 
5. a 22. c 
6 . d 23. a 
·r • c 24. b 
e. d 25. c 
9,. d 26. c 
10. b 27. d 
11. b 28. b 
12 . c 29. b 
13. a 30. d 
14. c 31. c 
15. d 32. b 
16. c 33. d 
17. c 34. c 
Evaluation of Attitudes. People have different attitudes about 
Russia and what Russia stands for. Here are a number of state-
mente. Read each statement and then write in toe space be-
fore the number of the statement the letter: 
A - if you agree with t.he statement. 
u - if you are not sure of your attitude. 
D - if you disagree with the et~tement. 
l. Russians are loud and coarse. 
2. Russians children have many silly games. 
3. Russians are excellent athletes. 
4. Russian music and ballet should be banned from the 
United States. 
5. Russians are not a s intelligent as Americans. 
6 . Russians don't appreciate beauty in a rt. 
7. Russians are very warlike. 
8. Russians are very patriotic. 
9. Russian schools are actually prisons. 
10. The Russian people want to conquer the world. 
11. Russian parents are cruel. 
1 2 . Russians enjoy music. 
13. Living in Russia is like living in prison. 
14. Russians are t a lented in the arts. 
15. Russians are l arge, heavy-set people. 
16 . Russians are best suited for manual labor. 
17. Russian v1orkers are slaves • . 
18. RUssians don't like modern conveniences. 
"'-\ . ' 
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19. The Russian people are satisfied with their government. 
20. Russian schools are not as good as American schools. 
21. Russians don't like Americans. 
22. Russians like bright clothing. 
23. Russians are excellent scientists. 
24. Russian houses are drab and bare. 
25. Russians don't like democracy. 
26. Communism is evil. 
27. Boys and girls shculd study about communism. 
28. Anyone who criticizes our government is a communist. 
29. Russia wants to rule the world. 
30. Foreign aid programs of the u.s. are a waste of money. 
31. American troops should -get out of Europe . 
32. America doesn't need any allies. 
Evaluation of Skills. It is suggested that for the 
evaluation of increased achievement in the skills listed as 
objectives of the unit, t\le teacher might base his jud®ae.nt 
on personal observations • . These could be noted on either an 
anecdotal record card or on a rating sheet. On such a rating 
sheet particular skills might be listed in columnar form, with 
space provided for the tea cher to indica te the degree of pro-
ficiency in the particular· skill. Thus in the course of a tu-
dent performance of the unit activities ·the teacher may evalu-
ate the student as regards growth in the skills involved in 
such performance . 
• 
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